Targeted deletion of rice retrotransposon Tos17 via CRISPR/Cas9.
A successful example of transposon deletion via CRISPR/Cas9-mediated genome editing suggests a novel alternative approach to plant breeding. Transposition of transposable elements (TEs) can affect adjacent genes, leading to changes in genetic traits. Expression levels and patterns, splicing and epigenetic status, and function of genes located in, or near, the inserted/excised locus can be affected. Artificial modification of loci adjacent to TEs, or TEs themselves, by genome editing could mimic the translocation of TEs that occurs in nature, suggesting that it might be possible to produce novel plants by modification of TEs via genome editing. To our knowledge, there are no reports thus far of modification of TEs by genome editing in plants. In this study, we performed targeted deletion of the Tos17 retrotransposon, which is flanked at both ends by long terminal repeat (LTR) sequences, via genome editing in rice. We succeeded in targeted mutagenesis of the LTR, and targeted deletion between LTRs, in calli transformed with CRISPR/Cas9 vectors for the Tos17 LTR. Moreover, we also successfully obtained regenerated plants derived from transformed calli and plants homozygous for lacking Tos17 in the next generation. Taken together, our results demonstrate successful deletion of the Tos17 retrotransposon from the rice genome by targeted mutagenesis using CRISPR/Cas9. We believe that this strategy could be applied to other TEs in many plant species, providing a rapid breeding technology as an alternative means to re-activate expression of agronomically important genes that have been inactivated by TE insertion, especially in plants such as fruit trees, in which it is difficult to maintain parental agronomical traits by cross-breeding due to high heterozygosity.